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Abstract. The Parentage Scheme of Summarization to the N-body symmetrized basis 

construction [1], necessary for the description of the structural characteristics and decay 

reactions of the hypernuclear and nuclear systems with arbitrary amount of particles, is 

applied to the solution of five-body problem in hypernuclear physics. Hypernucleus ���� 

as a system of four nucleons and one hyperon is investigated by the use of the 

Hyperspherical Function Method in momentum space. The dependence of the structure 

characteristics and wave functions on the types of nucleon-nucleon and hyperon-nucleon 

interaction potentials is studied. Mean square		� − ��	and	� − � distances and the 

binding energies for the �� and ����	are obtained.                                                                                                          

1 INTRODUCTION  

The principal information about nucleon-nucleon and hyperon-nucleon interactions may be obtained 

by the microscopic investigation of the structure and decays of light hypernuclei within the framework 

of the Hyperspherical Function Method (HFM). Generalized mathematical formalism to the 

construction of N-particle fully symmetrized hyperspherical functions on the basis of the N-particle 

hyperspherical functions symmetrized with respect to N−1-particles was introduced in [1]. The 

microscopic approach to the study of the structure and mesonic decays of four-body hypernucleus ��	by the use of the HFM in momentum space was developed and structure characteristics and decay 

rates were obtained [2-5]. The binding energy of ���� was evaluated by the use of the microscopic � –�	cluster model [6].  

          This article, for the first time, investigates Hypernucleus ���� as a system of four nucleons and 

one hyperon. The microscopic approach to the solution of five- body problem in hypernuclear physics 

within the framework of the HFM in momentum representation is developed in section 2. The binding 

energies of �� and ����		and the mean square � − ��	and	� − �	distances for �� and ���� 

respectively by the use of the different nucleon-nucleon and hyperon-nucleon potentials are obtained 

and compared with experimental results in section 3.  

 

2 Microscopic investigation of ���� 

Hypernucleon ����		as a system consisting of four identical particles (nucleons) and one particle of a 

different mass ( λ -hyperon) can be described by the following equation in momentum space:    
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��� + �̅���Ψ��, �, �, �� = −2M/ℏ� × 

� Ψ��, �, �, �� ��, �, �, �|!"����#, $, %, &�|�', �', �', �′)*�*�*�*�   (1) 

 

where �̅�� = �+,ℏ-  , . is the binding energy of the system, 		�� = /� + 0� + 1� + 2� is the twelve 

dimensional length of p,q,r,s momentum vectors, dpdqdrds represents the volume element in the 

twelve dimensional space, and Ψ��, �, �, ��	is a five-body wave function in momentum space which 

can be expanded in the hyperspherical basis [1]:  

 Ψ��, �, �, �� = ∑ 56789 ���	Ψ678:9 �;<�						(2) 
 

where � ≡ >?", ?�, ?"�, ?�, ?"��, ?,@�, @A, ;<is the twelve dimensional solid angle in  B, C, D, E vectorial 

space with eight angles determining the direction of vectors B, C, D, E	and	three	angles	α<, β< , γ< 

related to the lengths of these vectors with the following expressions: 

 / = 	�PQ2�< sin R< sin S< ;  0 = 	�2UV�< sin R< sin S<; 		1 = 	�PQ2R< sin S< ;   W = cos S< (3) 

 

Expanding the twelve dimensional plane wave	|�, �, �, � > in hypersperical basis and implementing 

formula (2) in (1) produces the following system of the coupled one- dimensional integral equations: 

 ����� + �̅���56789 ���=− �[ℏ- × 

×	∑ U67\]6767\ � ^ �'�'_567\8\9\ ��'� � `^`a67b�		 >�cAa67\b���'`� d	Ψ678: >ωfAg!"��gΨh7\ 	i\:\ >ωf' Aj (4) 

 

Full wave functions of the ���� are constructed by combining hyperspherical, radial, and spin-isospin 

parts: Ψ�B, C, D, E{l, m}� = ∑ 5678op̅qrs67op̅qrs ���Γh7iuv�;< , l, m�     (5) 

 

where 																													Γh7iuv�;< , l, m�=
"

wxoyqzzzz ∑ Ψ6{6{opqzzzz|rzzzzz}~-�}{8�|s ;<����op�qr�|� �l, m�     (6)	
Ψ676{op̅q|s�s}~-�}{8�;� = � �6{}~-�op̅q|s�s

}~}-}~-}�6�
�?"?�?"�?�@��Ψ6�6{67}~}-}~-}�}~-�}{8�;�						�7� 

 

Five-body hyperspherical functions Ψ676{op̅q|s�s}~-�}{8�;�,	symmetrized with respect to four identical 

particles, are constructed in (4+1) configuration by the use of the Parentage Scheme of 

Symmetrization [1]. In formula (7) ���̅ represents a Yong scheme of the irreducible representation of 

the group � and is obtained from the Young scheme corresponding to the five-body function  Ψ678opq�|��
by removing the square corresponding to the fifth particle, �s	denotes the rows of the ���̅ 

representation, ν is the number of  ���̅	 with given K and L, �6{�~-�
op̅q|s�s

 are four particle symmetrization 

coefficients obtained in [1].  

The binding energy of 
5

λ
He is calculated by considering the following quantum numbers in (6):  @ = ?"�� = ? = � = 0;				@� = 0,2						�8� 

When @ = 0,	function (6) is symmetric with respect to nucleon permutations and can be written as: 
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Ψ�B, C, D, E{l, m}� = 500o4q���Γ00o4q�;�, l, m� + φ20o4q���Γ20o4q�;�, l, m�			�9�. 
 

Taking into consideration (9) in (4) the following system of one-dimensional integral equations is 

obtained:  

 ����� + �̅���5����=− �[ℏ- � ^ �'�'_5���'� � `^`a� >�cAa���'`��Γ���;< , �l,m|!|Γ���;< ,l, m�)+ 

+
�[ℏ- � ^ �'�'_5���'� � `^`a� >�cAa���'`��Γ���;< ,l, m�|!|Γ���;< ,l,m�); 

 ����� + �̅���5����=− �[ℏ- � ^ �'�'_5���'� � `^`a� >�cAa���'`��Γ���;< ,l,m�|!|Γ���;< ,l, m�)+ 

+
�[ℏ- � ^ �'�'_5���'� � `^`a� >�cAa���'`��Γ���;< ,l, m�|!|Γ���;< ,l,m�);            (10)                                                                                

 

For the central, spin-isospin independent nucleon-nucleon (NN) and hyperon-nucleon ���� potentials 

matrix elements in system (10) can be written as: 

 dΓh7i�;< ,l, m��!�Γh7\i\�;< , ,l, m�j =
= dΨ678oq �;<�g6!�� ���� − ���� + 4!���|�� − � |�¡ gΨ67\8\oq �;<'�j			�11� 

 

Multiple integration with the hyper-angles in �� matrix element is avoided by transitioning from   

(4+1) to (3+2) configuration (transformation P). Corresponding Kinematic Rotation Coefficients 

(KRC) were introduced in [1]. In (3+2) configuration |�� − � | depends only on one hyper-angle, 

namely:         																																																		|�� − � | = w+b+£++£ ` cos S	�12�.  
To calculate NN matrix element, first transition from (4+1) to (3+1) configuration and then rotation 

12↔ 45 (transformation ¦'�	 [1] should be performed. Consequently, the matrix element (11) can be 

written as: 

 dΓh7i�;< , l, m��!�Γh7\i\�;< , l, m�j = ∑ dΨ6789s �;<�g!gΨ67\8\9s �;<'�j9s 									�13�  

! = 6��z|�)67¨©\ ��z|�)678©\ !��>√2	` cos SA + 4��z|�)67¨© ��z|�)678© !«¬ ®¯ + ¯«¯¯« ` cos S°,				�14� 

  where  � ≡ >���̅�s±̅?"��, ?,@�, @A,  ��z|�)67¨©\
 and ��z|�)67¨©  are KRC obtained in [1].  

3 Finding binding energies and mean square distances  

Wave functions 5����, 5����	and the binding energies of ����	are obtained by implementing 

equations (13) and (14) in (10) and solving it for different potentials. Nuclear interactions are 

described by a) Volkov [7] and b) Baker [8] potentials.  

a) 	²��³´}µ´¶�1� = 144.86�]� ·¸.¹-¡- − 83.34�]º ·~.»-¼
 (15) 

b)  ²��½¾µ¿À�1� =−51.5�]� ·~.»¡-
  (16) 

 

Both potentials give good convergence for the binding energy of ��	and the mean square distance 

between � particle and the center of mass of ��: .6{Â¸	³´}µ´¶ = −27.92	¯�²	; 	.	6{Â¸,{³´}µ´¶ = −28.23	¯�²;	 
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	.6{Â¸	½¾µ¿À = −29.65	¯�²;	.6{Â¸,{½¾µ¿À = −29.96¯�²;	 Ã	�]Ä�,6{Â¸³´}µ´¶ = 1.54	��; 	Ã	�]Ä�6{Â¸,{³´}µ´¶ = 1.47	�� 	Ã	�]Ä�,6{Â¸½¾µ¿À = 1.39	��;	Ã�]Ä�½¾µ¿À = 1.32	��.	 The obtained results demonstrate that the expansion (9) 

and taking into account only @Å�	for ����	is acceptable. Hyperon- nucleon interactions are described 

by attractive potentials of a) Kolesnikov-Chernov [9] and the potential with a soft repulsion b) Ogawa 

[10] which describes  the phases of ΛΝ	scattering and binding energy of hypertritium very well [11]. 

 

a) ²«¬�1� = −235>S ÈÉ A��]ÊÀ- 			S = 2.46																								�17� 

								Ë�				²ΛΝ�1� = −²�Ì º0.7151 ¼ ��] À�.�"�¡ − ²µ º0.3391 ¼ ��] À�.��Í¡ + ²Î º0.2521 ¼ ��] À�.���¡			�18� 

 

Solving the system (10) with attractive ���� potential (17) and taking into account the first harmonic @� = 0 gives Ï� = 4.9	¯�² for the binding energy of �	particle	 in	HeÒ� which is larger than 

experimental result Ï�¿ÓÔ = 3.12 MeV [11]. However, the obtained result agrees with the calculations 

based on two-particle � − � model of ����	. Solving the system (10) by the use of the potential (18) 

and taking into account first two harmonics @� = 0 and @� = 2	gives the following results for the ����: .67Â¸	³´}µ´¶ = −29.87	¯�²	; 	.	67Â¸,{³´}µ´¶ = −31.59	¯�²;	Ã	�]9,67Â¸³´}µ´¶ = 4.21��; 	Ã	�]9,67Â¸,{³´}µ´¶ = 3.47�� .67Â¸	½¾µ¿À = −31.75	¯�²	; 	.	67Â¸,{½¾µ¿À = −33.44	¯�²;	Ã	�]9,67Â¸½¾µ¿À = 3.99��; Ã	�]9,67Â¸,{½¾µ¿À = 3.21	��		 
The obtained results demonstrate good convergence for the binding energies and the mean square 

distances. However, calculated binding energies of �	particle	in	HeÒ� 	Ï�³´}µ´¶ = 3.67	¯�²		 and Ï�½¾µ¿À = 3.79	¯�²		are larger than experimental results [11]. 

 

 

4 Conclusions 
 

The five-particle hypernucleus ����	as a system of four nucleons and one hyperon is investigated by 

the use of the Hyperspherical Function Method in momentum representation. The binding energies of �� and ����		and the mean square � − �� 	and	� − �	distances for �� and ���� are calculated by the 

use of the different nucleon-nucleon and hyperon-nucleon potentials. The obtained results demonstrate 

good convergence taking into account first two harmonics.      

     The comparison of the results obtained by the use of different potentials demonstrates that 

increasing repulsion in both �ÕÕ) -and ���� − potentials, along with taking into account additional 

harmonics, may lead to decrease in the calculated values of the binding energies and provide 

satisfactory agreement with existing experimental data. 
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